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Defining a Portrait 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Read the following questions and determine if the answer is Never, Sometimes, or Always.  Use 
Robert Wilson’s Snowy Owl and reproductions to help determine your answers. 
     
  N  S  A 

Does the artist define a portrait? …………………………………………………    

Does the viewer define a portrait? ………………………………………………    

Does a portrait have one subject? ………………………………………………    

Does a portrait have more than one subject? ………………………………….    

Can a portrait have other objects in it? ………………………………………….    

Do portraits have people in them?.........………………………………………..    

Are portraits of living things? ……………………………………………………..    

Are portraits of inanimate objects? ………………………………………………    

Is it portrait if the subject is not looking at the artist?………………………….    

Does a portrait include the subject’s head?...........................…………………    

Does a portrait include the subject’s entire body?……………………….…….    

Is a portrait a recognizable subject? …………………………………………….    

Does a portrait have to be subjective? …………………………………………..    

Does a portrait have to be objective? ……………………………………………    

Is a portrait horizontal? ……………………………………………………………    
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  N  S  A 

Is a portrait vertical? ………………………………………………………………    

Are portraits 2-D?.. ……………………………………………………………….    

Is a portrait a visual experience?...... ……………………………………………    

Is a portrait a verbal experience?...... ……………………………………………    

Is a portrait a tactile experience?...... ……………………………………………    

Is a sculpture of a person a portrait? ………………………………………….    

Is a sculpture of an animal a portrait? ………………………………………….    

Are portraits on canvas?.. ……………………………………………………….    

Are the subjects in the portrait static?………………………………………….    

Can the subjects in the portrait move?.. ……………………………………….    

Does the subject take up over half of the canvas in a portrait? ………………    

Can a portrait of a person not include the person’s image in the artwork?....    

Does a portrait show a person in their best clothes or uniform?...……………    

Does a portrait represent a real person?...... …………………………………...    
Does a portrait represent a mythological person?.................... ……………...    

Can the artist direct the subject how to pose in a portrait?...... ……………….    
 
Review your answers above and develop a definition of a portrait: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Is this an accurate definition of a portrait? 
  por·trait – noun 
 

1.  A likeness of a person, especially one showing the face, that is created by a painter or photographer, for example. 
 
portrait. Dictionary.com. The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition. Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 2004. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/portrait (accessed: April 16, 2008). 


